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Automatic face recognition systems have been investigated for many
years as they can play important roles in the security of private information, access to computers, mobile phones, or to confidential location.
To improve recognition performance, extra forms of information, such
as depth or temporal cues, have been investigated by building 3D or dynamic models. Psychologists have proved that plastically deforming moving faces are significantly easier for humans to recognize than comparable
static images; importantly, this is not simply an effect of additional samples [4]. Video based dynamic analysis is expected to contribute to form
a counterpart of the psychological results. However, both psychological
and preliminary computational studies show that this information is not
strong enough to use on it’s own. Thus we adopt a sequential approach to
merge static and moving parameters.

Algorithm Design
The General Group-wise Registration (GGR) algorithm [3], is used to find
facial correspondences. This is a iterative estimation method, updating the
statistical model representing the image set and registering all the images
according the new estimated model. A cost function is applied, including both shape and texture parts. Examples of the registration results are
shown in Figure 1.
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Experiments
In Figure 2, the performance of Sm is compared with an auto-regressive
model [1] and a mututal subspace method comparision [5] when two candidates, one of which is the true identity and the other the next nearest
neighbour based on Sa , are involved in the selection process. Above about
20 dimensions, the Sm method is preferable, reaching 96.7% with two
candidates.
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Figure 2: Recognition rate with 2 candidates using Sm alone.

To combine Sa and Sm , the ranked Sa ratios are used. As shown in
Table 1, the flexible candidate selection can achieve 90.11 % accuracy,
Figure 1: Representative frames from a BANCA individual. The left most which is higher than using any fixed number of candidates. Note that Sa
image is the first frame of the sequence. The images have the landmark depressed by not using an identity-only space, so allowing Sm scope to
positions indicated on them.
improve performance.
A combined shape and texture model [2] is used to encode and repSa only 2 Cand 3 Cand Flex Cand
resent the facial instances in the video sequences. Redundancies are reRec. Rate(%)
85.16
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moved using separate PCAs upon the shape and grey-level samples qs Table 1: Recognition rates based on Sm with different number of candiand qt , and the shape and texture parameters are combined to form a sin- dates selected through Sa based recognition.
gle vector for each image on which second PCA is performed. This gives
a single feature vector x to represent each face instance,


Ws Φs T (qs − q̄s )
x = Φc T
.
(1) Conclusions
Φt T (qt − q̄t )
In this work, we proposed a sequential framework to integrate the moStatic information is assessed by selecting nearest neighbours using tion feature in order to improve the facial recognition from the video sequences. Although the non-rigid facial motion is not fully predictable, it
the normalized correlation between parameters,
is still an important cue to help identification. With the help of permux̄i x̄ j
Sa =
·
.
(2) tated eigen-motion similarity as a subsidiary, the recognition rate is sig|x̄i | |x̄ j |
nificantly improved based on a combined shape and texture appearance
where x̄i represents the average parameters of the probe and x̄ j represents model. In future work we will explore fast feature finding and tracking
techniques to speed up the process of modeling the face sequences.
the average parameters of one gallery sequence.
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